In a message dated 5/1/2010 9:34:10 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time,
SNK1955@aol.com writes:
Dear Dr. Hardin,
Please see attached letters that went out to many this week via certified
letter and the website where they are posted on the net. I am just sending
the letter addressed to you via email.
Please look at the links of attached exhibits. If there is anything I have stated
incorrectly regarding your role in the mold issue, will you please let me
know?
We are cleaning up the links for the website and hope to have all completed
by Monday morning.
My apologies. I repeatedly spelled your name as "Brian" within the letter that
went to Andrew Saxon, UCLA (retired) . I can't change that because the
letters have gone out notarized and certified.
Also, I didn't realize that we had met in person at the Surgeon General's
Workshop in January of 2005 until I saw a picture of you. As you know, this
was just a few months before Bruce and VeriTox sued me for libel for the first
public writing in which I discussed the relationship of the US
Chamber, Manhattan Institute and ACOEM over the mold issue and the
impact they have on litigation.
You were sitting with Elana Page of NIOSH right behind Joel Segal (of Conyers'
office) and me at the Surgeon General's Workshop. I thought you were
someone else who was still an employee of CDC in 2005 as you were
wearing your NIOSH uniform at the meeting and everyone there seemed to
know you.
Small world! Anyway, I think it is time that the University of California
imprimatur come off of the US Chamber of Commerce's "A Scientific View of
the Health Effects of Mold" (2003), as it is clearly a document of political and
sectarian influence that is in violation of the California Constitution Artilce IX,
Section 9(f). Andrew Saxon claims he had no knowledge he was named as
co-authoring this paper. Thus, the UC imprimatur is fraud in health marketing
by the US Chamber et al. Don't you think it is time to correct this?
Thank you for your help with this gravely serious matter. Please let me know if
you have any corrections for the website.
Sharon Kramer
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